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1. Introduction

Given multichannel audio input from a microphone ar-
ray, a sound event localization and detection (SELD) sys-
tem outputs a temporal activation track for each of the
target sound classes along with one or more correspond-
ing spatial trajectories, e.g., direction of arrivals (DOAs)
around the microphone array, when the track indicates ac-
tivity. Such a spatiotemporal characterization of sound
scenes can be used in a wide range of machine cognition
tasks, such as inference on the type of environment, track-
ing of specific types of sound sources, smart-home applica-
tions, scene visualization systems, and acoustic monitoring.
The Sony-TAu Realistic Spatial Soundscapes 2022 dataset
(STARSS22) [9] enables us to evaluate SELD systems in
real sound-scene recordings with hand-labeled annotations.
Currently STARSS22 is the only SELD dataset with real
recordings, spatiotemporal annotations of multiple sound
event classes, including moving source events. While this
dataset is suitable for evaluating SELD systems with audio-
only input, the dataset does not include video data.

As audio-visual data improves sound source separation
quality [13, 2], audio-visual data in SELD tasks also have
the potential to mitigate difficulties and ambiguities of the
spatiotemporal characterization of the acoustic scene. For
example, using video data, sounds of footsteps can be easily
distinguished from other tapping sounds. Visible speakers
in the video can also provide candidate positions of speaker-
related sounds.

Several studies used audio-visual data for DOA estima-
tion [10]. Qian et al. evaluated their audio-visual speaker
DOA estimation system with Audio-Visual Robotic Inter-
face (AVRI) dataset [10]. While the AVRI dataset helps
evaluate audio-visual DOA estimation tasks, the evaluation
focuses only on speech, not various sound events such as
music, footsteps, and knocks.

There is broad interest in audio-visual spatial self-
supervised learning [6] and audio-visual sound source lo-
calization [11, 7]. Morgado et al. proposed self-supervised
learning with a spatial alignment method and evaluated
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Figure 1. Still from overlay of 360◦ video, spatial acoustic power
map generated from microphone array, and annotated event label.

it with the YouTube-360 dataset, which consists of first-
order Ambisonic (FOA) signal and 360-degree video data
from YouTube [6]. Senocak et al. evaluated their pro-
posed audio-visual sound source localization method on the
Flickr-SoundNet dataset, which consists of sound and im-
age pairs [11]. These datasets are adequate to train neural
networks (NNs) with audio-visual correspondence [6, 11]
or evaluate localization performance in a visual scene [11].
However, there are no audio-visual datasets with hand-
labeled DOA annotations of sound events around a micro-
phone array.

We introduce a new audio-visual dataset, the Sony-TAu
Realistic Spatial Soundscapes 2023 (STARSS23), consist-
ing of multichannel audio, video, and spatiotemporal data
annotation of sound events, as shown in Figure 1. The
dataset enables us to evaluate SELD systems with audio-
visual input. We developed and tested a simple audio-visual
SELD system with STARSS23, which achieved lower local-
ization error than an audio-only SELD system.

2. Related work
STARSS22 [9] has tackled real spatial recording of

sound scenes with temporal and spatial annotation of sound
events. STARSS22 was created at two different sites, Tam-
pere, Finland and Tokyo, Japan, both using a similar record-
ing and annotation procedure. The multichannel audio



data are delivered as two spatial recording formats: FOA
and four-channel directional microphone recordings from a
tetrahedral array configuration (MIC). There are 13 classes
of target sound events, such as speech, footsteps, and knock.
The dataset includes temporal activation and DOA labels of
each target sound event around the microphone array. The
dataset has real spatial recordings to evaluate SELD systems
with audio-only input, but it does not release video data.
Therefore, it cannot be used to evaluate SELD systems with
audio-visual input.

There have been several studies on DOA estimation
with audio-visual data [10]. Qian et al. proposed an
audio-visual DOA estimation system, which processes log-
mel spectrogram and the generalized cross correlation with
phase transform (GCC-PHAT) features from audio input
and face-bounding boxes from video input [10]. The face-
bounding boxes are transformed into a concatenation of two
Gaussian-like vectors. They represent the likelihoods of ob-
jects present along the image’s horizontal and vertical axes
to help DOA estimation. These features are integrated us-
ing attention mechanisms. The system then outputs the esti-
mated DOA of speakers. The system was evaluated with the
AVRI dataset, recorded using Kinect and a four-channel Re-
speaker array, along with annotation of location and voice
activity detection. The audio and visual features are helpful
for DOA estimation, and the dataset supports the evalua-
tion of audio-visual speaker DOA estimation. However, the
dataset is only for speech, not various sound events such as
musical instruments, clapping, and doors.

There is broad interest in audio-visual spatial corre-
spondence or localization, e.g., audio-visual spatial self-
supervised learning [6] and sound source localization
tasks [11, 7]. Morgado et al. proposed a self-supervised
learning method with audio-visual spatial alignment, which
uses FOA signal data and 360-degree video data in the
YouTube-360 dataset [6]. The learned representation is
evaluated for several downstream tasks, such as semantic
segmentation and action recognition. Senocak et al. pro-
posed a learning method to localize sound sources in a vi-
sual scene in an unsupervised and supervised manner [11].
The method was evaluated on the Flicker-SoundNet dataset,
which consists of pairs of a sound and an image, along with
bounding-box annotation of sound sources. While these
methods and datasets are effective in learning the corre-
spondence between audio and visual data semantically, they
cannot be straightforwardly applied to SELD tasks, and the
datasets do not have DOA labels for each target sound event
around a microphone array.

3. Dataset
STARSS23 contains multichannel audio and video

recordings of sound scenes in various rooms and environ-
ments, together with temporal and spatial annotations of

prominent events belonging to a set of target classes. The
dataset is available in Zenodo1, and there is a demo video2.
STARSS23 is an improvement on a multichannel audio
dataset, i.e., STARSS22 [9]. One of the critical differences
is releasing both audio and video data. We also increase
the total number of recordings and add source distance in-
formation as additional annotations. We summarize the es-
sential points as an audio-visual sound scene dataset while
the details on the recording and annotation procedure can
be found in the paper on STARSS22 [9].

As mentioned above, STARSS23 was created at two dif-
ferent sites, in Tampere and Tokyo. Recordings at both sites
shared a similar process, organized in sessions correspond-
ing to distinct rooms, participants, and sound-making props.
In each session, various clips were recorded with combina-
tions of that session’s participants acting out simple scenes
and interacting among themselves and with the sound props.
The scenes were based on generic instructions on the de-
sired sound events. The instructions were a rough guide to
ensure adequate event activity and occurrences of the target
sound classes in a clip. Participants improvise according to
the instructions.

Each scene was captured with temporally aligned audio-
visual sensors, i.e., a high-resolution 32-channel spherical
microphone array (Eigenmike em323), with a height set at
1.5 m and a 360-degree camera (Ricoh Theta V4) mounted
about 10 cm above the spherical microphone array. For each
recording session, a suitable position of the Eigenmike and
Ricoh Theta V was determined to cover the scene from a
central place while considering the intended scenarios and
specific room constraints. The recordings were converted
to two 4-channel spatial formats: FOA and MIC, converted
from the original 32-channel recordings. After blurring vis-
ible faces, the simultaneous 360-degree videos were made
available with the participant’s consent. The video format is
equirectangular, and the resolution is 1920×960. The video
frames per second are 29.97.

The spatiotemporal annotations of STARSS23 consist of
temporal activation, DOA, and source distance labels of
the target sound event classes. The DOA and distance la-
bels are based on tracking results of a motion capture sys-
tem. The target sound events are the same 13 classes as in
STARSS22. The classes are chosen to conform to the Au-
dioset ontology [4], and are: female speech, male speech,
clapping, telephone, laughter, domestic sounds, footsteps,
door, music, musical instrument, water tap, bell, knock..
The recordings contain natural background noise and di-
rectional interference sounds such as computer keyboard or
shuffling cards.

1https://zenodo.org/record/7709052
2https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZtL-8wBYPow
3https://mhacoustics.com/products#eigenmike1
4https://theta360.com/en/about/theta/v.html
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Figure 2. Audio-visual SELD baseline system uses a CRNN model
with a Multi-ACCDOA output. From the input video frame, the
system extract bounding boxes of objects. The bounding boxes are
transformed to two vectors along azimuth and elevation.

Compared with STARSS22, STARSS23 maintains all
the sessions of STARSS22 while adding four hours of ma-
terial captured in Tampere. The dataset is split into a devel-
opment set and evaluation set. The development set totals
about 7 hrs 22 mins, of which 70 recording clips amount-
ing to about 2 hrs were recorded in 4 rooms in Tokyo, and
98 recordings amounting to about 5 hrs were recorded in 12
rooms in Tampere. The development set is further split into
a training part (dev-set-train, 40+50 clips in 2+7 rooms in
Tokyo+Tampere) and testing part (dev-set-test, 30+48 clips
in 2+5 rooms in Tokyo+Tampere) to support the develop-
ment process. The evaluation set is about 3 hrs 33 mins,
recorded in 2 rooms in Tokyo (35 clips) and 5 rooms in
Tampere (44 clips). As the evaluation set is prepared for a
competition, there are no publicly available annotations.

4. Baseline
Our baseline system for the audio-visual SELD task has

a similar architecture to an audio-only SELD system based
on SELDnet [1] and multiple activity-coupled Cartesian di-
rection of arrival (Multi-ACCDOA) [12].

Before discussing our audio-visual SELD baseline sys-
tem, we give a summary of the audio-only SELD system.
The input is multichannel audio, from which the different
acoustic features are extracted. This system takes a se-
quence of consecutive feature frames. It then predicts all
the active sound event classes for each input frame and their
respective spatial location, producing the temporal activity
and DOA trajectory for each sound event class. In partic-
ular, a convolutional recurrent neural network (CRNN) is
used to map the frame sequence to a Multi-ACCDOA se-
quence output, which encodes both sound event detection
and DOA estimates in the continuous 3D space as a multi-
output regression task. The CNN part encodes the audio
features to audio embedding, then the RNN and fully con-
nected layers (FCs) decode the embedding sequence to the
Multi-ACCDOA sequence. Each sound event class in the
Multi-ACCDOA output is represented by three regressors

that estimate the Cartesian coordinates x, y, and z of the
DOA around the microphone array. If the vector length rep-
resented by x, y, and z coordinates is greater than a thresh-
old, the sound event is considered active. The correspond-
ing x, y, and z values are their predicted DOAs.

While the audio-only system takes only audio input, our
audio-visual SELD baseline system takes both audio and
visual input. Visual input is a corresponding image at the
start frame of the audio feature sequence. An object de-
tection module (e.g.,YOLOX [3]) outputs bounding boxes
of potential objects with the corresponding image. These
bounding boxes are transformed to a concatenation of two
Gaussian-like vectors, representing the likelihoods of ob-
jects present along the image’s horizontal axis and vertical
axis [10]. The Gaussian-like vectors are encoded to a visual
embedding by FCs. The visual embedding and the audio
embedding from the audio encoder are then concatenated.
The concatenated feature sequence is fed into the decoder
to output a Multi-ACCDOA sequence. Figure. 2 shows the
architecture of our audio-visual SELD baseline system.

Here is the experimental settings. As audio features,
multichannel amplitude spectrograms and inter-channel
phase differences (IPDs) are used [12]. The short-term
Fourier transform (STFT) is applied with a 20-ms frame
length and 10-ms frame hop. Input features are segmented
to have a fixed length of 1.27 sec. The shift length is set
to 1.2 sec during inference. For a CRNN model, we stack
three convolutional layers with kernel size 3× 3 and a bidi-
rectional GRU layer with hidden state size 256. The number
of tracks in the Multi-ACCDOA format was fixed at N = 3
maximum simultaneous sources. We used 16 batch size
and the Adam optimizer with a weight decay of 10−6. The
learning rate is set to 0.001. We validated and saved model
weights in every 1,000 iterations to 20,000 iterations. The
threshold for activity was 0.3 to binarize predictions during
inference. The code is available in a GitHub repository5.

5. Evaluation

We used four joint localization and detection metrics [5]
with extensions from a previous study [8] as the SELD eval-
uation metrics to support multi-instance scoring of the same
class. Two metrics are referred to as location-aware detec-
tion, and are error rate (ER20◦ ) and F-score (F20◦ ) in one-
sec non-overlapping segments. We consider the prediction
correct if the prediction and reference class are the same
and the distance between them is below 20◦. The other
two metrics are referred to as class-aware localization and
are localization error (LECD) in degrees and localization
recall (LRCD) in 1-sec non-overlapping segments, where
the subscript refers to classification-dependent. Unlike the
location-aware detection, we do not use any distance thresh-

5https://github.com/sony/audio-visual-seld-dcase2023

https://github.com/sony/audio-visual-seld-dcase2023


Table 1. SELD performance of audio-visual and audio-only base-
line systems evaluated for dev-set-test in STASS23.

Input ER20◦ ↓ F20◦ ↑ LECD ↓ LRCD ↑
FOA + Video 1.07 14.3 % 48.4◦ 35.5 %
FOA 1.00 14.4 % 60.4◦ 32.7 %
MIC + Video 1.08 9.8 % 62.4◦ 29.2 %
MIC 1.03 11.4 % 77.3◦ 30.4 %

old but estimate the distance between the correct prediction
and reference. We used the macro mode of computation.
We first computed the above metrics for each sound class
then averaged them to obtain the final system performance.

For a comparison between our audio-visual baseline and
audio-only systems, we also experiment the audio-only sys-
tem based on the same training data, i.e., the dev-set-train
of STARSS23, and the same implementation. The only dif-
ference is the presence or absence of video input. We ex-
periment the systems with both FOA and MIC formats.

The evaluation metric scores for the testing part of the
development set, i.e., dev-set-test, are listed in Table 1. Our
audio-visual baseline system exhibited lower localization
error than the audio-only system while keeping comparable
localization recall in FOA and MIC formats.

6. Conclusion
We introduces an audio-visual dataset, Sony-TAu Realis-

tic Spatial Soundscapes 2023 (STARSS23), which consists
of multichannel audio data, video data, and spatiotemporal
annotation of sound events. The dataset enables us to evalu-
ate sound event localization and detection (SELD) systems
with audio-visual input. We also develop a simple audio-
visual SELD baseline system, which handle multichannel
audio data and video data. After feature extraction, a convo-
lutional recurrent neural network (CRNN) outputs each tar-
get sound event’s activation and direction-of-arrival (DOA).
We compare the audio-visual SELD baseline system with
an audio-only system on STARSS23. The audio-visual sys-
tem achieves lower localization error than the audio-only
system. We plan to integrate audio-visual sound source lo-
calization methods with the audio-visual SELD system.
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